


*TECH CONSPIRACY 
Majesty was born out of a vision to create skis that are a perfect fusion of hi-technology and graphic design.
We want to combine sport with art, and that is why we put a great emphasis on design, technology and sport performance.
From the very beginning our main driving force was a clear vision of skis that will transform the freeskiing scene.  
We have never dismissed any, not even the most radical concepts without getting to know them inside out first.
Join conspiracy and discover the extraordinary.

TECHNOLOGY 
*The most advanced technologies and the best materials used in production of Majesty skis ensure top quality products. 
* Depending on a model, Majesty skis are built with BIAX or/and TRIAX fibres BIAX  
combines flex and torsion to give smooth and comfortable ride. TRAX gives an aggressive, fast response and great flexibility. 

*We use UV lacquer for all our skis to protect the graphics from fading out. 
*Features: 
Real Twin Tip - Equal geometry and flex at tips and tails. Whatever you ride. Switch or regular. 
90’ ABS Sidewall - the toughest construction that keeps you edges stronger and safer. 
2,5 mm edges - steel impact-resistant edge for park rails.  
Fang edge - special edge construction for extra grip in the iciest conditons.
High Quality Base - IS4400 - perfect mix of durability and speed. 
High Speed Base - IS7200 - very fast base for freeride and big airs 
Carbon-Kevlar fiber stringers from tip to tail give increased pop and long life flex. 
Shock Absorbers - give the edges and core structure extra protection. Special gum protection zone binds the core, edges, ABS and base better than any glue. Thanks to that solution the 
edges will not blow off - even after many hours of rail shreddin’ 
Cat-back Profile - Camber - more confidence and control in takeoff and landing. 
Cat-banana Profille - Hybrid (rocker/camber/rocker) - extraordinary solution for all terrain ride. 
Banana Profle - Rocker - shape for deep powder and astonishing butters on the slopes. 
Snowflake - skis designed for deep snow. Surf felling included. 
Double Layer Wood Core - two kinds of wood (poplar and ash) provide flex and extreme durability. Paulownia woodcore - specially crafted core makes the skis even lighter.
Feather - Thinner sections in the wood core reduce the weight of skis. 
99 millimeters ensures an ideal compromise between hard-packed snow and deep pow. 
Versatility - tired of changing skis when switching between the park and BC? Not anymore. 

CAMBER
Camber is a construction that supports power, pop and precision. The shape of skis is lifted between 
touching points of the ski at tips and tails. It gives responsiveness over the entire length of skis, grip on 
icy slopes and smooth edge over transmission.
Available in: Comic, Wolf XTR, Thunderbolt, Local Beauty, Local Hero, Local Hero Jr, Surplus

ROCKER
Rocker supports easy spins in powder and the catch-free, forgiving feel. The part of the ski under foot is 
flat, nose and tail are risen on the major part. It improves the float and allows for an effortless all-terrain 
ride. Buttering and pillows shredding have never been easier.
Available in: Lumberjack

SEMI HYBRID
We combined rocker and camber construction to create the blend of the best of both constructions. 
Rockered tip enhances playfulness and float, camber adds smooth snap and edge grip. Mixing entry 
rocker and camber under foot section gives high freeride performance, float improvement and enhanced 
control and stability in variable conditions.
Available in: Knife, Ace, Dirty Bear, Wolf

 

2D HYBRID
Rocker and camber merge brings benefits of both constructions. Rockered tips and tails enhance 
playfulness and float, camber adds control and edge grip. The secret of 2D Hybrid technology lays 
in transferring the widest points of the ski towards the centre and matching them with the ski profile 
(rocker/camber/rocker). This resulted in a shortened radius feeling, allowing for easy turns with extra 
control.
Available in: Rock’n’Rolla, Superior, Velvet
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FLEX ratio
Flex is the result of combining torsion and stiffness of the skis. Skiers who prefer speed and precision should pick stiffer skis with 
more responsive torsional twist. Park shredders and intermediate skiers should pick skis with softer flex. The flex ratio is based 
only on a benchmark comparison within the Majesty skis range.

This season we have applied three construction variations of the 90º ABS 
sidewall technology.
 
FREERIDE - 90º sidewall construction, which enhances riding properties  
and makes servicing easier. Freeride sidewall also offers better edge  
grip and enhance riding control.
FREETOUR - sidewall construction, which combines the 15º/90ºABS with  
fang edge to make it lighter and impact-resistant. Freetour sidewall  
also increases riding properties and makes ski servicing easier.
FREESTYLE - The 15º/90º freestyle sidewall, which protects the edges  
and makes servicing easier. As a bonus, the freestyle sidewall also  
limits damages from crossing the skis in tricks. FREERIDE FREETOUR FREESTYLE

Softest Most Responsive
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Majesty is a truly independent freeski company, set up to integrate 
the newest and most advanced ski manufacturing solutions with 
progressive graphic design.
From the very beginning, we were driven by a vision of skis that 
would transform the freeskiing scene. In this pursuit, we never 
steered clear of innovative, sometimes radical ideas and visionary 
projects. The most advanced technology and manufacturing 
process together with quality materials used guarantee the highest 
standard of our products.
All Majesty skis are tested on slopes by world class riders and 
instructors. We put great emphasis on adding final touches to our 
products - all this is done by hand. Thanks to our skis, everyone 
can quickly improve their skills, regardless of terrain features or 
level of experience. Whether you ride on icy slopes or urban rails - 
Majesty is the best possible choice!
Majesty is also very much involved in the Skis4Trees eco-initiative, 
as well as concepts such as 2D Hybrid Technology or Tech 
Conspiracy. The idea of linking sports technology with art and 
advanced graphic design is our bread and butter.

OUR MISSION
In constant pursuit of innovative technologies and extraordinary 
design, our mission is to keep developing products that enhance 
the performance of freeskiers.

OUR OBJECTIVE
In fulfilling our mission, we aim to achieve the following goals:
• focus on the research and development of ski technology
• stand for excellent craftsmanship and quality of design
• unite sports with art 

Majesty – the art of freeskiing

MAJESTY HEAD OFFICE
MJST Sp. z o.o.
ul. Hryniewickiego 10, bld. 83
81-340 Gdynia, Poland

tel: +48 58 620 00 66
fax: +48 58 663 10 55
mobile: +48 600 800 020
e-mail: majesty@majestyskis.com

www.majestyskis.com
www.facebook.com/MAJESTYSKIS



ACE
Ace are genuine freeride machines for 
big mountain riding. As highly specialized 
hybrid skis combining rocker and camber
construction, they will take you wherever 
you wish with a 100% accuracy. Long 
rockered tip supports smooth powder ride
while camber shape gives you perfect 
responsiveness, power transmission and 
edge to edge ride. Swallow tail redistributes
the flex in long and fast turns, enhancing 
the float and acceleration. Thanks to the 
carbon/kevlar stringer, Ace support dynamic 
responsiveness and stable ride even 
through the sketchiest conditions. Special 
freeride 90º sidewall construction enhances
riding properties and makes servicing 
easier.
The 2013 Ace jaw-dropping graphics will 
definitely catch an eye or two. When you 
think it is high time you made the best of
both powder floating and hitting steep, icy 
couloirs, look no further! You’ve got our top 
cards in hand now! So, no holding back
with Aces up your sleeve, please!

construction: semi hybrid
shape: directional
flex: directional flex
flex ratio: 8
rocker type: rocker 150mm (tips)
fiberglass: triax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
size: 185cm, 193cm
sidecut: 134/110/124mm
radius: 27,2m; 30,5m
extras: carbon/kevlar stringer
designed for: big mountain freeride
top sheet finish: gloss + Majesty emblem

ACE
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LUMBERJACK

LUMBERJACK
Lumberjacks are the true powder floating 
machines made to satisfy the constant urge 
to search for backcountry kickers, log slides 
and snow pillows. Rocker supports easy 
spins in powder and effortless maneuvering 
between the trees. The new freeride sidewall 
increases the riding properties even more, 
and makes proper servicing much easier. 
Special matt finishing on the topsheet gives 
that extra touch to the overall design, and 
the graphics on the bases simply cannot go 
unnoticed. Riding powder switch, smooth 
landings, easy handling and surf feeling 
are all a part of the Lumberjack package, 
so jump for joy all you powder riding lovers! 
With his axe above his head, Lumberjack 
is ready for the new quests ahead. Deep 
woods? High mountains? Bring’em on!

construction: rocker
shape: directional twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 4
fiberglass: triax
rocker type: rocker 300mm (tips&tails)
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
sizes: 175cm, 185cm, 194cm
sidecut: 155/120/145mm
radius: 17,6m; 20,0m; 22,1m
designed for: all terrain freestyle, powder
top sheet finish: matt + Majesty emblem
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KNIFE
This year’s Knife’s design has been inspired 
by some of the best carving artists out there. 
The warrior mask on the topsheet will
empower you to carve deeper and harder, 
making mastering any mountain with speed 
and control no more than a walk in the
park. Unique bullet-like tip and tail shape 
contribute to the overall very aerodynamic 
shape of the skis. Premium features include 
a rockered tip (150mm), camber under 
foot, ultra poppy carbon-kevlar stringer and 
x-shape carbon stabilizers. Special freeride 
90º sidewall construction enhances riding 
properties and makes servicing easier.
The widest skis in the Majesty range 
support the grip in the iciest conditions, 
uncompromised flow and precision. New 
school of freeride – get ready for this cutting-
edge experience and never look back!

construction: semi hybrid
shape: directional
flex: directional
flex ratio: 8
fiberglass: triax
rocker type: rocker 150mm (tips)
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
size: 188cm
sidecut: 165/130/140mm
radius: 23,8m
extras:  carbon/kevlar stringer + X-shape 

carbon stabilizer 
designed for: freeride
top sheet finish: gloss + Majesty emblem

KNIFE
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WOLF XTR

WOLF XTR
Wolf XTRs are true freetouring skis. Thanks 
to the Paulownia wood core they are 
XTRemely light-weight skis, which is a great 
advantage for practically any conditions. The 
tips are shaped to lift the nose for improved 
float and speed through deep driving powder 
turns. A layer of carbon fiber adds torsion 
rigidity giving you a safe edge grip on steep 
slopes. Camber enhances responsiveness, 
provides for a better grip on icy slopes and 
smooth edge over transmission. Special 
freetouring sidewall construction combines 
the 90ºABS with fang edge to make it more 
impact-resistant, increase riding properties 
and make ski servicing easier. A unique 
matt varnish finishing sets new, more classy, 
freetouring standards.
Wolf XTRs easily bite through any barriers 
and allow you to explore the entire mountain 
– take the beast to the XTReme!

construction: camber
shape: directional
flex: directional
flex ratio: 7
fiberglass: triax + biax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (paulownia)
base: fast base IS7200
sizes: 156cm, 163cm, 171cm
sidecut: 116/82/111mm
radius: 14,1m; 15,6m; 17,7m
extras:  carbon/kevlar stringer, tip&tail 

re-engineered shape for mounting 
skins

designed for: freeride, freetouring
weight (one ski): 1,10kg; 1,20kg; 1,30kg
top sheet finish: matt
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WOLF

WOLF
Wolf are freetouring, semi-hybrid skis that 
perform equally well in powder and in more 
challenging terrain, and can be easily used 
as all-embracing freeride skis.
Camber supports responsiveness, better 
grip on icy slopes and smooth edge over 
transmission. Combining entry rocker 
(150mm/5mm) and camber under the 
boot section improves float and enhances 
control and stability in variable conditions. 
The 99mm-wide under the boot section is 
an ideal compromise for hard packed snow 
and deep powder alike. Special sidewall 
construction combines the 90ºABS with 
fang edge to make it more impact-resistant, 
increase riding properties and make ski 
servicing easier.
Unleash your inner beast for an ultimate 
ride…your Wolf is waiting for you!

construction: semi hybrid
shape: directional
flex: directional
flex ratio: 6
rocker type: rocker 150mm (tips)
fiberglass: triax + biax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
sizes: 169cm, 177cm, 184cm
sidecut: 134/99/124mm
radius: 20,3m; 22,2m; 24,2m
extras: carbon/kevlar stringer, tip&tail 
designed for: freeride, freetouring
weight (one ski): 1,60kg; 1,70kg; 1,85kg
top sheet finish: gloss
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THUNDERBOLT

THUNDERBOLT
Universal all-terrain skis with enhanced on-
piste carving abilities. Thunderbolt skis are 
wide twin tips with an extra sidecut.
Thanks to camber construction the skis 
perform better on hard-packed snow 
without compromising on terrain rides! 
Triax fiberglass transfers power directly to 
the edges to make Thunderbolt respond 
faster and more precisely. Tip-to-tail 
woodcore with carbon-kevlar stringers adds 
lateral rigidity for better response and that 
extra grip. Special freeride 90º sidewall 
construction enhances riding properties and 
makes servicing easier.
Brace yourself for a whole new level of all-
mountain riding experience. And get ready 
to Thunder past everyone else on the slope 
like (a) Bolt!

construction: camber
shape: true twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 6
fiberglass: triax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
extras: carbon/kevlar stringer
size: 170cm, 180cm
sidecut: 130/92/130mm
radius: 18,0m: 20,0m
designed for: all mountain
top sheet finish: gloss/matt + Majesty emblem
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DIRTY BEAR

DIRTY BEAR
Dirty Bear are our most versatile skis, and 
combine the best of freeride and freestyle. In 
a nutshell - they are, most likely, the perfect 
all-terrain skis. Semi hybrid construction and 
the 150mm/5mm early rise at the tips enable 
top performance on hard packed snow 
without compromising on your terrain rides. 
Get ready to experience the true feel of the 
wood core, the snappy camber suspension 
and directional twin-tip shape and tick all 
boxes at once. Special freeride 90º sidewall 
construction enhances riding properties 
and makes servicing easier. Special matt 
finishing on the topsheet gives that extra 
touch to the overall design, and the graphics 
on the bases simply cannot go unnoticed. 
Easy to handle and fast to respond, the 
Dirty Bears let you flourish wherever you 
roam. We guarantee our Bears never heard 
of winter hibernation, so let them growl this 
season even louder!
Attention: All Bears love trees, so we just 
couldn’t separate them – check out our 
Skis4Trees eco-initiative
www.majestyskis.com/skis4trees

construction: semi hybrid
shape: directional
flex: directional
flex ratio: 5
rocker type: 150mm (tips)
fiberglass: triax + biax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
sizes: 175cm, 182cm, 189cm
sidecut: 134/99/124mm
radius: 20,3m; 22,2m; 24,2m
top sheet finish: matt + Majesty emblem
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VELVET

VELVET
Velvet are lightweight backcountry 
skis designed especially with all our 
adventure seeking ladies in mind. Hybrid 
technologyenables effortless riding in 
any terrain. Rocker supports better float 
in powder, whereas camber increases 
responsiveness, makes landings smoother 
and edge grip more secure. Special freeride 
90º sidewall construction enhances riding 
properties and makes servicing easier. 
Versatility is definitely a great upshot here 
– dear ladies, no need to change gear when 
switching between freeride and backcountry 
freestyle. A combination of Triax and Biax 
fibreglass give you great flex and control. 
Velvet are perfect for floating in deep 
powder and riding fast lines on the wildest 
of slopes. Time to rule the mountain with a 
Velvet glove!

construction: 2D hybrid
shape: directional twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 5
fiberglass: triax+biax
rocker type:  200mm (162) and 240mm 

(170cm) (tips&tails)
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
size: 162cm, 170cm
sidecut: 120/100/115mm
radius: 15,6m; 18,0m
designed for: backcountry, freeride
top sheet finish: gloss + Majesty emblem
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SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR
This season’s stop in our Superior journey is 
South America. A top choice for backcountry 
powder action, these hybrid technology 
skis are a perfect combination of floating 
and ease of rocker with camber snappy 
suspension and control. Lively in powder 
and shock-absorbing in rough terrain 
or chewed-up conditions, the Superiors 
are an absolute must-have for BC, deep 
powder or off-piste enthusiasts. The new 
freeride sidewall increases the riding 
properties even more, and makes proper 
servicing much easier. Spin off the cliffs 
and kickers, blast from stash to stash, slash 
the wave… want more? Wait, there actually 
IS more! Switching between freeride and 
backcountry freestyle all the time? No need 
to change gear – our skis are so versatile 
that have it all covered. There’s a reason for 
their superiority, after all.

construction: 2D hybrid
shape: directional twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 6
fiberglass: triax+biax
rocker type: 240mm (tips&tails)
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
sizes: 178cm, 186cm
sidecut: 135/115/130mm
radius: 20,0m; 23,0m
designed for: backcountry, freeride
top sheet finish: gloss + Majesty emblem
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ROCK’N’ROLLA

roCk’n’roLLa
Rock’n’Rolla are true twin tip skis dedicated 
to street jibbing and snowpark shredding. 
Thanks to their hybrid technology, the skis 
combine the buttery looseness of a rocker 
with camber sharp turn ability. Rock’n’Rolla 
make shredding easier, are more forgiving 
at landing, and unlikely to catch an edge. 
The 15º/90º freestyle sidewall cushions 
the edges and makes servicing easier. The 
extremely fast base is now more durable too. 
Special matt finishing gives that extra touch 
to the overall design.
Smooth in trick initiation, Rock’n’Rollas will 
empower you to make all of your favourite 
devilish butters as easy as a pie.
Camber allows for controlling the turns 
and absorbs impact at landings. The new 
graphic design with matt varnish adds even
more style to freestyle, and will definitely 
make you stand out!
A whole lot of (free)style up for grabs!

construction: 2D hybrid
shape: true twin tip
flex: twin
flex ratio: 3
fiberglass: biax
rocker type:  200mm (159cm) and 220mm 

(168, 177cm) (tips&tails)
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
sizes: 159cm, 168cm, 177cm
sidecut: 105/85/105mm
radius: 16,0m, 18,0m; 20,0m
designed for: freestyle - jib&rails
top sheet finish: matt
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COMIC

COMIC 
Here comes your ultimate freestyle weapon 
to help you reign everything from park to 
pipe - Comic are genuine twin tip skis for
advanced freestyle riders. Camber supports 
instant grip, ultra fast response, and 
cushions the impact of big air landings. 
Carbon-kevlar stringer gives you an 
increased tip-to-tail pop and response. 
Special 2,5mm steel impact edges will 
easily endure intense rail sessions. The 
15º/90º freestyle sidewall cushions the 
edges and makes servicing easier.
Real Twin Tip - equal scoop, geometry and 
flex. Whatever you ride. Switch or regular.
Long life flex, power, precision, extra pop 
and an extremely fast (and now more 
durable) base are of course a part of the 
package. Add a glossy varnish finishing, 
dynamic graphic design and you’ll have the 
full pic…err, comic strip.
When it comes to freestyle, Comic are the 
undisputed rulers. Majesty proriders’ choice. 
Hats off!

construction: camber
shape: true twin tip
flex: twin
flex ratio: 5
fiberglass: biax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: fast base IS7200
extras: cabon/kevlar stringer
sizes: 169cm, 175cm, 181cm
sidecut: 117/87/117mm
radius: 18,6m; 20,3m; 21,9m
designed for: freestyle - park&pipe
top sheet finish: gloss
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LOCAL BEAUTY

LOCAL BEAUTY
New best friend for all ladies who wish to 
embark on a freestyle adventure! Local 
Beauty have a soft and forgiving flex, are 
pretty lightweight (and pretty too!). Camber 
allows for an increased edge-hold, better 
riding stability and enhanced carve abilities. 
Local Beauty are fun, easy and comfortable 
to handle, and full of pop. Directional flex 
makes steering in every terrain as easy as 
ABC. Camber supports suspension and 
absorbs the impacts of flat landings and 
choppy terrain.
We threw in some sparkle for a good 
measure too!
So, dear Ladies – go wild this season. Put 
your lipstick on and enjoy the ride! A thing of 
(Local) beauty is a joy forever!

construction: camber
shape: directional twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 3
fiberglass: triax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: durable base IS4400
sizes: 150cm, 160cm, 168cm
sidecut: 116/82/111mm
radius: 12,0m; 14,1m; 15,6m
designed for: all mountain
top sheet finish: gloss
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LOCAL HERO

LOCAL HERO
Local Heroes are great for beginner 
freestylers. They will give you a good feeling 
of wood core, versatility, camber edge-hold,
riding stability, enhanced carve abilities and 
pop. Camber supports suspension, absorbs 
the impacts of flat landings and choppy 
snow.
Local Heroes are our answer to the all-round 
fun, regardless of the conditions and terrain 
features. Simple yet very eyecatching
graphics won’t let you go unnoticed.
Whether it is park, hard packed snow or off-
piste fun, go from zero to Hero in no time!

construction: camber
shape: directional twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 4
fiberglass: triax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: durable base IS4400
sizes: 168cm, 176cm
sidecut: 116/82/111mm
radius: 15,6m; 17,7m
designed for: all mountain
top sheet finish: gloss
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SURPLUS

SURPLUS
It’s never too early to become a freeskier. 
To speed up the learning and boost up the 
joy factor, we give you specially designed 
kids-friendly skis. Great riding balance, 
the feel of a true wood core (no foam!), 
soft flex, control, edge-hold and versality. 
And, it goes without saying, all of our 
finest features included - camber, shock 
absorbers, improved freestyle 15º/90º 
sidewalls and very durable base. Surplus 
are very versatile skis that will help the little 
ones ride big.
A spot-on choice for young riders with high 
aspirations and Surplus of energy!

construction: camber
shape: directional twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 3
fiberglass: biax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: durable base IS4400
sizes: 110cm, 125cm, 140cm
sidecut:  95/72/91mm; 103/72/91mm; 

108/72/104mm
top sheet finish: gloss
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LOCAL HERO JR

LOCAL HERO JR
A must-have for all young all-mountain 
freestyle enthusiasts. Smaller version of 
Local Hero. And, true to that word, like father
like son – the Local Hero Jr have the entire 
package. Camber construction, double layer 
wood core from tip to tail, shock absorbers, 
15º/90º ABS sidewalls and durable base… 
all of our finest features included!
Local Hero Jr skis are made for all-mountain 
fun, regardless of the conditions and terrain 
features. Park, slope or terrain – whatever 
you choose, Local Hero Jr have it covered. 
Time for all our young lads to ride free.

construction: camber
shape: directional twin tip
flex: directional
flex ratio: 3
fiberglass: triax
core: tip-to-tail woodcore (poplar and ash)
base: durable base IS4400
sizes: 150cm, 160cm
sidecut: 116/82/111mm
radius: 12,0m; 14,1m
designed for: all mountain
top sheet finish: gloss
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MAJESTICKS 
multifunctional, high-quality and durable all-
round skipoles that you can rely on.
Our new, greatly improved telescopic ski 
poles have a comfortable hi quality race grip 
and extended touring abilities. MAJESTICKS 
are made of light, durable, eco-friendly and 
completely recyclable aluminum alloy 7075. 
Switching between freestyle and backcountry 
all the time? No need to change gear – MAJE-
STICKS are so versatile that have it
all covered.
MAJESTICKS are made in EU (Italy).

They are equipped with:
-  thin shaft for a lighter and better balanced 

pole, with reduced swing effect and wind 
resistance.

- new comfortable strap with Majesty logo
-  quick lock – new locking system recom-

mended for ski-alpinism, easy to adjust the 
pole length + emergency twist lock inside

-  2 sets of snow-rings (freeride and freestyle)
available colour combinations:

- camo/acid orange
- aztec
- black/mint/white

DESCRIPTION

MAJESTICKS



COLOURS

YUKI PANTS
Our Yuki pants are designed for deep pow-
der rides, and offer the best in waterproof, 
breathable backcountry performance.
Great for hiking up the mountains, without 
restricting your movement freedom. For 
even better comfort, pair up with Yuki
jacket.

-  Relaxed, tapered fit (slightly slimmer)
-  Windproof 2-layer technical coated fabric
-  Duralight membrane 

(15.000mm/15.000mg/m2)
-  Inner Silvershield lining
-  Ergonomic pockets in the extended waist 

stretch panel
-  Adjustable braces can be worn in two 

ways – in parallel or crossed in the back
-  Impermeable extended waist stretch 

panel seamlessly joined with pants
-  Extended waist stretch panel easy to 

remove – Yuki pants can also be used as 
regular pants

- Cargo pockets
- Fully taped seams
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

YUKI PANTS

DESCRIPTION

ICON

BACK

YUKI JACKET
Our Yuki jackets are perfect for all 
backcountry/freeride action, riding in deep 
powder and variable weather conditions.  
No need to cut your riding time short due to  
not-so-favourable weather – Yuki outerwear 
will cover your back (and everything else 
too!).

- Semi-tall, very comfortable fit
-  Windproof 2-layer technical coated fabric
-  Duralight membrane 

(15.000mm/15.000mg/m2)
- Inner Silvershield lining
-  Very comfortable semi-circle high chin 

guard with soft inner lining
-  Two asymmetrical fully taped zips with 

brushed chin flaps
-  Custom tailored sleeves with 

asymmetrical cuffs to keep the snow out
-  New, wider velcros help you regulate cuff 
width

- Elastic wrist gaiters
-  Helmet-compatible hood with a visor – 

easy to adjust in two dimensions, not 
limiting any movement

-  Armpit ventilation – secured with rubber 
bands, easy to use 

-  Inner powder skirt, compatible with pants 
and easy to remove when necessary

-  Ergonomic pockets, napoleon pocket + 
Inner audio/media pocket

-  Side skipass pocket with waterproof zip
-  Inner utility pouch (for beanie, goggles etc.)
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

COLOURS

YUKI JACKET

ICON

DESCRIPTION

BACK



COLOURS

METATRON PANTS
Great freestyle pants, which thanks to their 
properties (15.000/15.000) and the ability 
to attach to snow jacket, can also be
used for backcountry rides in deep powder.

- New version of Tron pants
-  Improved fit, lighter material, more 

comfortable
-  Windproof 2-layer technical coated fabric
-  Duralight membrane 

(15.000mm/15.000mg/m2)
-  Inner Silvershield lining
- Fully taped seams
-  Thigh vents with mesh lining
-  Soft inner waist
-  Leg gaiters with elastic stretchable move-

ment panel
-  Interface with jacket powder skirt
-  Regulated inner waistband
-  Waterproof zips
-  3D cargo pocket
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

METATRON PANTS

DESCRIPTION

ICON

BACK

METATRON JACKET
An excellent freestyle jacket, which thanks 
to its properties (15.000/15.000) and the 
ability to attach it to snow pants, can also
be used for backcountry rides in deep 
powder. The new zip-off sleeves will let you 
quickly and effectively transform your jacket
into a great quality technical vest – ideal for 
a spontaneous snowpark session!

- Tall fit
-  Windproof 2-layer technical coated fabric
-   Duralight membrane  
(15.000mm/15.000mg/m2)

-  Inner Silvershield lining
- Zip-off sleeves
- Fully taped seams
- Soft inner collar and chin guard
- Elastic stretchable wrist gaiters
-  Adjustable, integrated hood, helmet-

compatible
-  Powder skirt with elastic stretchable 

movement panel
- Pants interface
- Ski pass pocket with waterproof zip
-  A number of different inner and outer 

pockets
- Integrated media pocket
-  Inner utility pouch (for beanie, goggles, 

sunglasses etc.)
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

COLOURS

DESCRIPTION

METATRON JACKET

ICON

BACK



Shadow softshell
Softshell jackets are the newest addition to 
our tall wear collection.
Softshells are great for any weather 
conditions, and can be worn as regular 
jackets.

- Re-engineered tall fit
- windproof fabric
- 1000mm waterproof
- specially modified chin guard
- adjustable hood
- rubberized zips
- two side pockets
- armpit vents with mesh lining
- skipass pocket
- wrist gaiters
- front zipped pocket
- eye-catching geometrical design
-  big Majesty print on the sleeve and small 

on the chest
Available colour combinations:
- red/white/black
- white/orange/light blue
Sizes:  Ltall (90cm long), XLtall (100cm 

long), XXLtall (110cm long)

SHADOW SOFTSHELL

COLOURS

BACK

ICON

DESCRIPTION
Rider softshell
Softshell jackets are the newest addition to 
our tall wear collection.
Softshells are great for any weather 
conditions, and can be worn as regular 
jackets.

- Re-engineered tall fit
- windproof fabric
- 1000mm waterproof
- specially modified chin guard
- adjustable hood
- rubberized zips
- two side pockets
- armpit vents with mesh lining
- skipass pocket
- wrist gaiters
- front zipped pocket
-  big Majesty print on the front and small on 

the back

DESCRIPTION

RIDER SOFTSHELL

ICON

BACK

Available colour combinations:
- graphite/black/mint
- black/orange/white

Sizes:  Ltall (90cm long), XLtall (100cm 
long), XXLtall (110cm long)

COLOURS

COLOURS



SURFACE BASE LAYER 

BASE LAYER LADY
Surface clothing is our newest addition 
to the Majesty range. This multifunctional 
technical wear not only looks good but, 
more importantly, serves its purpose, and 
can be used either as first or second layer.
Our base layer tops and bottoms are both 
made from antibacterial, breathable yet 
warm and cosy material, which has
excellent moisture-transmitting properties.
An innovation in base layer wear is a high, 
adjustable and regulated chin guard, which 
protects from wind and, thanks to its
shape, can be used as facemask.
Tops have some additional features,  
such as:
- fitting, articulated cut
- armpit ventilation holes
- sleeves with thumbholes
- easy to access zip pocket
available colour combinations:
- black/mint
- blue/orange/white
- sand/purple (lady)
- black/pink/orange (lady)
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

BACK

BASE LAYER
Surface clothing is our newest addition 
to the Majesty range. This multifunctional 
technical wear not only looks
good but, more importantly, serves its 
purpose, and can be used either as first or 
second layer.
Our base layer tops and bottoms are both 
made from antibacterial, breathable yet 
warm and cosy material, which has
excellent moisture-transmitting properties.
An innovation in base layer wear is a high, 
adjustable and regulated chin guard, which 
protects from wind and, thanks to its
shape, can be used as facemask.
Tops have some additional features,  
such as:
- fitting, articulated cut
- armpit ventilation holes
- sleeves with thumbholes
- easy to access zip pocket
available colour combinations:
- black/mint
- blue/orange/white
- sand/purple (lady)
- black/pink/orange (lady)
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

DESCRIPTION

SURFACE BASE LAYER

COLOURS

BACK



TALL TEES

DESCRIPTION

CLASH TALL TEE
High quality tee
- Re-engineered tall fit
- Thick cotton - 220g
-  Large comic silkscreen print in front, small 

logo in the back
- XXL - one size fits all
Available colours:  black/lime and graphite/

mint

DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

COLOURS

RIDER TALL TEE
- High quality tee
- Re-engineered tall fit
- Thick cotton - 220g
-  Large logo silkscreen print in front, small 

in the back
-  Available colours: black/lime and graphite/

mint

Sizes:  Ltall (100cm long), XLtall (110cm 
long), XXLtall (120cm long)

ROCKER TALL HOODIE
New season Rocker tall hoodies have a bit 
more tooth. Inspired by biker wear and good 
old rock’n’roll, they’re made of jeanslike
fabric. And of course, would not be complete 
without sewn-on badges. All other standard 
t-hoodie features that you love
so much are still there:
- High quality hooded sweatshirt
- Re-engineered tall fit
- Re-engineer hood with high chinguard
- Mesh-lined armpit vents with zips
- Stretchy wrist gaiters - Front pocket
- Skipass pocket
- Thick cotton (340g)
- Large silkscreen prints (front and back)
- Available colours: "jeans"/black, black/"jeans"
Sizes:  Ltall (90cm long), XLtall (100cm 

long), XXLtall (110cm long)

DESCRIPTION

TALL HOODIES

CLASH TALL HOODIE
New Clash tall hoodies complete the 
freestyler’s image and match perfectly the 
new Comic skis. Of course, all standard 
thoodie features are still there for you:
- High quality hooded sweatshirt
- Re-engineered fit
- Re-engineer hood with high chinguard
- Mesh-lined armpit vents with zips
- Stretchy wrist gaiters - Front pocket
- Skipass pocket
- Thick cotton (340g)
-  Large silkscreen prints (front, back and 

sleeve)
-  Available colours: yellow/black/red and 

white/red/purple
Sizes:  Ltall (90cm long), XLtall (100cm 

long), XXLtall (110cm long)

COLOURS

DESCRIPTION

COLOURS



APPAREL

COLOURS

EYE OF THE STORM HOODIE
- High quality hoodie
- Thick cotton – 280g/sqm
- Large silkscreen in front
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL
- Available colours: grey/black and black/
grey

DESCRIPTION

MARINA 2.0 HOODIE
The new Marina 2.0 is based on the all-
times fav Marina hoodie, but redesigned to 
give it a fresh new look.
- High quality hooded sweatshirt
- Tailored fit
- Toggle hood acetate closures
- Soft lining
- Original Majesty faux leather label
- Side pockets
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL
- Available colours: grey, black

DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

EYE OF THE STORM T-SHIRT
- Panama longsleeve top
- High quality cotton – 150g/sqm
- Big Majesty silkscreen printed logo in front
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL
- Available colours: white/black, grey/red

DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

APPAREL

BEAR T-SHIRT
- High quality cotton t-shirt
- Large silkscreen print in front
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL
- Available colours: white, olive

COLOURS

DESCRIPTION

BEAR SWEATSHIRT
- High quality grey sweatshirt
- Side pocket
- Large black silkscreen print in front
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL

DESCRIPTION

BEAR HOODIE
- High quality zipped hoodie
- Large silkscreen in the back
-  Small Majesty silkscreen printed logo in 

front
- Two side pockets
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL

DESCRIPTION



SNOW HEART HOODIE
- High quality ladies hoodie
- Tall fit
- Large silkscreen print in front
- Small zip pocket
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL
-  Available colours: grey/red/yellow, red/

white/light blue

DESCRIPTION

MARINA LADY 2.0 HOODIE
The new Marina 2.0 is based on the all-
times fav Marina hoodie, but redesigned to 
give it a fresh new look.
- High quality hooded sweatshirt
- Tailored fit
- Toggle hood acetate closures
- Soft lining
- Original Majesty faux leather label
- Side pockets
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL
- Available colours: black, grey

DESCRIPTION

APPAREL

COLOURS

COLOURS

APPAREL

LONGSLEEVE
- Panama longsleeve top
- High quality cotton – 150g/sqm
- Big Majesty silkscreen printed logo in front
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL
- Available colours: white/black, grey/red

DESCRIPTION

COLOURS

ROCKER T-SHIRT
- High quality cotton t-shirt (150g)
- Large silkscreen print in the back
- Small printed badge-like pocket in front
- Biker-inspired graphics
- Sizes: S, M, L, XL
- Available colours: black, "jeans"

DESCRIPTION

COLOURS



FACEMASKS

AZTEC
High quality printed polyster facemask
Fleece lining
Velcro closure
Length: 65cm
Height: 37cm
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION

TRINITY
High quality printed polyster facemask
Fleece lining
Velcro closure
Length: 65cm
Height: 37cm
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION

CAMO
High quality printed polyster facemask
Fleece lining
Velcro closure
Length: 65cm
Height: 37cm
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION

ICON
Colours: lime/red, blue/green, black/graphite
High quality printed polyster facemask
Fleece lining
Velcro closure
Length: 65cm
Height: 37cm
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION

MAJESTY X STARTER CAPS

MAJESTY X STARTER CAPS
Colours: black/yellow embroidery, grey/
black embroidery
High quality cotton/fleece cap
Majesty embroidery
Snap back closure
Printed visor
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION

SHADES
Colours: black matt , grey/mint, black/white, 
black/purple/blue
100% polycarbonate frame
UV protection acrylic lenses
3D Majesty logo
One size fits all
Each pair comes with Majesty pouch

DESCRIPTION

SHADES

BEANIES

BEANIE
Colours: black, graphite, blue, grey,
High quality wool/acrylic beanie
Flag label
Wear tall or with the rim rolled up
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION

CHIMNEY
Colours: black/mint, red/lime, orange/pink, 
mint/red
High quality cotton/acrylic beanie
Majesty knitted logo
Majesty label
Reversible
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION

STRIPES
Colours: purple/white, blue/sand, rasta, 
orange/blue
High quality cotton/acrylic beanie
Majesty embroidery
Majesty label
Reversible
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION

GRADIENT
Colours: pink/brownk, blue/navy, turquoise/
lime
High quality handmade acrylic beanie
Majesty label
Soft inner head band
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION

BALLER
Colours: green/black, black/red, yellow/
orange, blue/purple
High quality handmade acrylic beanie
Majesty label
Soft inner head band
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION

GRADIENT BALLER
Colours: purple/green, orange/yellow, 
indygo/orange, sunset
High quality handmade acrylic beanie
Majesty label
Soft inner head band
One size fits all

DESCRIPTION



Freeskiing is a sport that has a lot to do with natural environment. This is true not only for places we ride, but also for 
the equipment we use.
This is why here, at Majesty Skis, we all care about trees - they are not only the metaphorical lungs of our planet but 
also the true heart of our skis. 
As an environmentally conscious freeskiing company, we are aware that green areas on our planet are shrinking rapidly. 
We would therefore like to encourage all skiers to appreciate and respect the beautiful natural landscapes we all enjoy 
while riding the slopes. 
In this spirit, we launched the SKIS 4 TREES project.
The idea is very simple – with every pair of Majesty skis you buy, we plant a tree on your behalf! Trees for skis with 
SKIS4TREES - this is how it works.
The SKEES4TREES project was launched on 1 October 2010. 
As a company, we wanted to reduce our carbon footprint by doing something more than just reducing the amount of 
paper used in the office. 
Our goal is to inspire people to care and think seriously about the environment. Trees for skis with Skis4Trees!
We strongly believe it is absolutely crucial to match trees with the environment there are to grow in. 
All our trees are planted in designated nature reserves, in line with existing forestry directives and regulations.
To produce one pair of Majesty skis, we need on average 0.09m3 of carefully selected wood of highest quality. 
That way, we are able to make a lot of pairs of skis from only one tree.

KEEP AND EYE ON ANOTHER ROUND OF TREE PLANTING THIS YEAR
AND HELP US MAKE THE WORLD A GREENER PLACE!



for more info visit: 
MAJESTYSKIS.COM


